Electron microscopic and physicobiochemical studies on disorganization of the cytoskeletal network and integral protein (band 3) in red cells of band 4.2 deficiency with a mutation (codon 142: GCT-->ACT).
The role of band 4.2 deficiency in the pathogenesis of red cell membrane dysfunctions was studied in seven unrelated patients with complete band 4.2 deficiency with a point mutation (142 GCT-->ACT; 142 Ala-->Thr) on the cDNA of the band 4.2 gene. Two major types of abnormalities were detected in these patients; (A) abnormalities of the cytoskeletal network in the horizontal dimension, and (B) abnormalities of band 3 in the vertical dimension. Electron microscopy by the surface replica method and the quick-freeze deep-etching method demonstrated the markedly impaired cytoskeletal network (a disorganized cobblestone pattern, uneven distribution of junctional units, and the appearance of bulky aggregates after heat treatment). Ektacytometry showed a markedly decreased red cell deformability especially at 48 degrees C, although the cytoskeletal proteins themselves were essentially normal with normal mechanical stability of the Triton-shells. Electron microscopy by the freeze fracture method revealed a decreased number and a random distribution of intramembrane particles (IMPs) with a shift of the IMPs to a larger size. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching studies on band 3 indicated the marked increase of its mobile fraction. The extractability of band 3 by Triton X in vitro was markedly enhanced, although the physico-biochemical properties of band 3 itself (the cleavage pattern of band 3 fragments, and the binding properties of band 3 to band 4.2 or ankyrin) were basically normal. These findings demonstrate that band 4.2 plays a crucial role in the maintenance of the normal structure and functions of both the cytoskeletal and integral proteins (band 3).